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MICHELIN® XTXL
Dare to use the best on your loader

Increase your tire load by 15%
Transfer more power without rim slip
Drastically decrease early scrap

MICHELIN® XTXL
Dare to use the best on your loader
The new Michelin XTXL allows you to get all the benefits of newer
model loaders without any compromise on tire life or cost.
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Michelin XTXL, a loader tire with more stars than ever before !
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(1) star rating () is the industry indicator of load capacity for a given dimension. (2) vs MICHELIN XLD D1.

35/65 R 33

STANDARD BEAD

As an operation manager, your goal is to produce more. Your new generation loaders are
more powerful and carry more material than ever before. You need tires that are well matched
to your machines in order to reach your uptime and cost targets.

ROBUSTNESS

OWER
ower without rim slip.
torque transfer
ology
ead design
d bundle and rim contact

+30%

D

B2 TECHNOLOGY BEAD

Drastically decrease early scrap thanks to reinforced
crown and sidewall
 +20% puncture resistance with a new steel crown belt package
+40% metal mass(2)
Bigger cables(2)
 Sidewall Protection
+10% density of cables(2)
+50% thicker sidewalls(2)

 Crown protection
Massive Lugs
Cut-Resistant Center

XLDD1

XTXL

MICHELIN® XTXL
HIGH LOAD

POWER

ROBUSTNESS

XTXL marking
E4**** Underground haulage

XTXL MICHELIN range
TREAD DEPTH
DIMENSIONS
mm

32nd inch

26.5 R 25 XTXL E4****L4*** TL

54

68

29.5 R 25 XTXL E4****L4*** TL

59

74

35/65 R 33 XTXL E4****L4*** TL

60

76

www.michelinearthmover.com
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L4*** Loader and dozer

